Abstract-This paper addresses the use of spatiotemporal transform methods applied to the analysis of dynamic image sequences and the characterization of image motion. Image motion including a divergent component (resulting from a looming camera component) is analyzed in the spatiotemporal Mellin Transform (MT) domain, resulting in the separation of the spectrum into two parts: a structural term corresponding to the spatial MT of the static image, and a kinematic term depending on Time-to-Collision (a motion support). We examine potential applications of this property for the recovery of image motion from integral image brightness measurements and the computation of Time-To-Collision using spatiotemporal MT analysis.
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4) --I INTRODUCTION
THIS paper examines the spectral signature associated with spatiotemporal observations of image motion that includes a divergent motion component. Divergent motion arises from a non-zero looming (translation along the optical axis) component of the observer's motion. Looming detection mechanisms are essential to many visually controlled tasks [131.
Previous works in image motion analysis based on spatiotemporal spectral approaches [SI, [71, [91, [111 have addressed the case of image motion characterized by velocity vectors constant in space across the surface patch of interest at any time instant, and possibly varying in time. This type of motion is usually assumed locally, but if satisfied across the entire image, it will have resulted from 2D camera translation parallel to the image plane and at constant depth. This purely translational image motion (i.e. parallel translation) yields a 3D spectrum with two multiplicative terms [5] corresponding to: 1) the 2D spectrum of the stationary image, and 2) a spectral component depending on the actual motion law.
These results have been applied to motion flow estimation, stabilization and independent motion detection. More details on these results are given in Section 2, which formalizes the problem at hand. This work addresses the case of motion involving a nonzero looming camera translation component, for which the previous spectral approach is incomplete. Such camera motion introduces a divergent flow in the image motion field, which is inherently more difficult to interpret in the frequency domain: divergent motion gives rise to image trajectories with non-zero temporal derivatives of arbitrary order. We show in Section 3 that this type of motion is appropriately analyzed in the spatiotemporal Mellin transform (MT) domain (defined in 141). This transformation yields the desired separability into kinematic and structural elements: The spatiotemporal MT of the full dynamic image can be factored into the known spatial MT of the original image at rest, and a motion MT support depending on Time-to-Collision (TTC) through a hypergeometric function. These results can be used for the design of TTC operators based on integral brightness measurements. Special cases of MT parameters are studied in Section 4, as each point in the Mellin parameter space leads to a different operator.
MOTIVATIONS AND PREVIOUS WORK
We are interested in the following problem: given image point trajectories, r(t)= f(r, t), r(O)= ro and under the assumption of image point brightness constancy inside a temporal window of length A T (1) we seek an appropriate integral transformation TII(.,.)l (ss, s,) achieving the factorization of the spatiotemporal intensity function I(r, t ) in the transform domain into a term depending only on the structure of the image at rest TIIo(r)](s,) and a term M(s,, s,) depending on the actual motion parameters, i.e.,
Such a transformation exists only in specific cases of rigid camera motion. For more insight into this matter, the reader is referred to [14] , in which a related problem is investigated for the case of spatial transforms applied to the design of invariant descriptors.
The specific case composed of the Special Euclidean group SE(2) of image transformations can be analyzed using simple Fourier operators. Consider for a moment the case of 2D translations. From (2), the spectrum of an image generated by a uniform parallel translation admits an impulsive plane whose slope is determined by the image velocity vector. Based on this observation, [91 used a least square estimation of the slope of this plane from the output of Gabor bandpass filters. Similar spatiotemporal energy filters are studied in [ll] . In [21, this geometric result is used to justify a multi-scale incremental motion estimation/stabilization procedure. More recently, the situation of pure two-dimensional translation with polynomial motion laws was studied in [5] : The Fourier transform of the image intensity was derived for time-polynomial and space-constant velocities and geometrically interpreted for up to third order motions. Higher-order derivatives result in a power spread outside of the original impulsive plane. Polynomial and periodic laws were also examined in [31, where the image motion estimation is converted into a problem of phase estimation for polynomial phase or phase modulated signals. Similar results carry over to the 2D rotational motion case.
MELLIN TRANSFORMS OF DIVERGENT IMAGERY

Assumptions
Consider the more general case of arbitrary camera motion including a non-zero looming component. The image sequence can be appropriately warped so as to cancel out the additive contribution of the rotational flow r,. The authors have reported a method to achieve this derotation procedure, and the interested reader is referred to [17] . When this is accomplished, Z'"' = 0, n > k for some order k, the exponent in parenthesis denoting the order of the time-derivative), we have Z(t) and using the notation a"] = for all Z # 0 this yields
The special case of looming with a uniform law (or uniform looming), i.e., Z'n) = 0, n > 1, yields -1 (respectively, zo) represents the TTC at time t (resp. time 0). The TTC will be assumed spatially constant across the image intensity profile under analysis. For later use, note that TTC simply satisfies i ( t ) = -1 and .(E) = zo -.
At this point, it is worthwhile to draw the reader's attention to the following observation. Consider the simpler uniform looming
Therefore, looming motion components, even when uniform, generate image trajectories with non-zero temporal derivatives of arbitrary order. As a result, the frequency domain interpretation of uniform looming motion is inherently more complex than that of parallel translation. Timepolynomial laws for the image velocity cannot completely describe this type of motion.
We now turn to the Mellin transform. The MT of a real function f(x) with support on the positive real line is defined as a general integral transformation with kernel equal to xs-', s E C [4]
with s such that 1, < Xe(s) < 4. Previous applications of MT's have mostly related to object recognition for the design of invariant descriptors [15] . We consider here the application of a 2D MT to divergent dynamic imagery, where the MT is applied along the time and radial directions. Note that along the angular dimension, the choice of the actual transform operator is not significant since the angular coordinate remains invariant under looming. Any arbitrary transformation is suitable along that dimension, and the angular component participation is omitted in the following derivations.
MT of a Complete Polynomial Divergent Sequence
Consider the case of polynomial looming observed from the time origin to completion zo. We show next that the MT applied to this spatiotemporal input yields the desired factorization into structural and kinematic components. This case reveals a simple expression for the motion support. Taking the 2D MT along the time and radial directions on a dynamic radial intensity profile resulting from polynomial looming, and using (5), we get for
Letting , U = r(1 + ck t = l 7 t ' ) , this in turn yields
The application of the MT on spatiotemporal radial observations of dynamic imagery generated by looming motion with polynomial laws results in the desired factorization of the spectrum into a motion support and a structural MT component. In the case of uniform looming, this specializes to
with Xe(z,) < 1, Re(z,) > 0. The derivation follows immediately from the definitions of the MT and the Beta function fl.,.) with support continued over complex variables.
q I ( L t ) ] ( z r , z , ) = q, (Y)](zr)7:P(1 -Z r r Z * )
MT of an Incomplete Divergent Sequence
Consider the Gauss hypergeometric function series F2,1 (6) found in the previous section when E + zO.
APPLICATION TO SPECIFIC MELLIN PARAMETERS
Equation (8) leads to various interpretations and relationships between motion support and TTC, some of which are used and examined here. In the following, the Mellin analysis of incomplete sequences is applied to the derivation of integral spatiotemporal TTC operators. Various Mellin parameters subspaces are considered. One possibility consists of evaluating (8) for integral or rational values of the Mellin parameters, leading to arbitrary space-time image moments. Another entails considering spaces leading to special spectral interpretations. These possibilities are explored next.
Integer and Rational Mellin Parameters
The case of positive integer Mellin variables, i.e., (zr, zf) E .Y?, yields expressions involving arbitrary-order spatiotemporal moments of the intensity function. Letting zt = k E N and z, = m E A( in (9) leads to The particular cases m = 2 and m = 3 yield polynomial equations in z,, leading to
The use of moments for computing TTC is illustrated on synthetically generated intensity profiles taken along the radial direction and resulting from looming camera motion. This input could be obtained, for instance, from a radially-sampled image or a polar retina. (similar to the retina described in 1161). Fig. 1 shows radial profiles at various time instants for t = 0, 0.1, ., 0.8 by time increments of 0.1. In these figures, time flows (and the intensity diverges) from top to bottom, while the spatial origin of the image lies at the left of the profile. Without loss of generality, time is normalized, i.e., z0 = 1. Alternatively, this dynamic radial profile can itself be thought of as an image to which the 2D Mellin transform is applied. The transformation is applied to a partial section of the image, from the top (time origin) to some E < 1 = zo. The application of moments in the determination of zo is illustrated for lower order moments, i.e., M1,l (represented by a full line), M,,, (dots), M3,1 (dashes) and (dash-dots) (the actual TTC is displayed as the bold line).
The resulting calculated TTC is shown in Fig. 2 . For and Ml,2, the TTC is derived by using a Newton-Raphson method.
One aspect of the calculation consists of accounting for boundary effects in the calculation of the MT. To address this problem, we use a prominent feature and compute the moment on a bounded spatial profile up to that feature. We then use a procedure interleaving the moment-based computation of TTC and the feature tracking using a Kalman filtering scheme. Similar TTC operators can be derived from rational Mellin parameters, either implicitly or explicitly, such as 2s& ;
which result from basic properties of the hypergeometric function. The use of spatiotemporal rational moments should nevertheless be avoided when min (Xe(z,) , Re(z,)) I 1 /2. This constraint is justified in a subsequent discussion paragraph.
A Spectral Interpretation
Particular spectral interpretations arise when choosing Mellin parameters along planes defined by ( z , Z J = (a, + j 2 n fi, a, + j 2 n ft).
An example of such a case is reported here. Using the Binomial formula, it may be shown that F(z,, 2,; z,; z ) = (1 -z)-"". Therefore, on planes defined by z, = zt + 1, ( 8 ) becomes
The last equation may be the basis for further moment expressions. We use it first for the more general case of Mellin transforms evaluated along particular subspaces yielding spectral interpretations and given by (zr, Z J = ((a + 1) + j 2 n f, a + j 2 n fl.
In this case ( ). The success of this method also depends on the ability to carefully track the FOE and rotational motion, which further raises the problem of sensitivity to these parameters. More on this may be found in [17] . This method offers some notable advantages: It relies on integral information which is more robust to noise than differential information. These operators allow sharing of resources for both recognition and motion analysis purposes. Finally, the delicate numerical implementation of the MT is offset by the possibility of real-time analog MT computation using optical Fourier processing methods [121. Lastly, we wish to draw the reader's attention to the relationship between the MT and other related filtering schemes to "processes" observed or proposed in biological vision: The literature contains ample studies of these and the interested reader is referred to [61.
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CONCLUSION
We extended spatiotemporal spectral approaches of image motion recovery to types of motion including camera looming. We showed that the factorization of the spatiotemporal spectrum is obtained in the MT domain. The expression of the MT motion support is derived for incomplete divergent sequences. The latter relationship involves a hypergeometric function which can be specialized to particular values of the Mellin parameters, each yielding an operator for computing the TTC. The properties of these operators are discussed.
